King BR, Kagerer FA, Contreras-Vidal JL, Clark JE. Evidence for multisensory spatial-to-motor transformations in aiming movements of children. J Neurophysiol 101: 315-322, 2009. First published November 5, 2008 doi:10.1152/jn.90781.2008. The extant developmental literature investigating age-related differences in the execution of aiming movements has predominantly focused on visuomotor coordination, despite the fact that additional sensory modalities, such as audition and somatosensation, may contribute to motor planning, execution, and learning. The current study investigated the execution of aiming movements toward both visual and acoustic stimuli. In addition, we examined the interaction between visuomotor and auditory-motor coordination as 5-to 10-yr-old participants executed aiming movements to visual and acoustic stimuli before and after exposure to a visuomotor rotation. Children in all age groups demonstrated significant improvement in performance under the visuomotor perturbation, as indicated by decreased initial directional and root mean squared errors. Moreover, children in all age groups demonstrated significant visual aftereffects during the postexposure phase, suggesting a successful update of their spatial-to-motor transformations. Interestingly, these updated spatial-to-motor transformations also influenced auditory-motor performance, as indicated by distorted movement trajectories during the auditory postexposure phase. The distorted trajectories were present during auditory postexposure even though the auditory-motor relationship was not manipulated. Results suggest that by the age of 5 yr, children have developed a multisensory spatial-to-motor transformation for the execution of aiming movements toward both visual and acoustic targets.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Research investigating the planning and control of discrete aiming movements in children has consistently reported agerelated differences in movement speed, movement straightness and smoothness, and spatial and temporal variability (Bo et al. 2006; Contreras-Vidal et al. 2005; Hay 1979; Jansen-Osmann et al. 2002; Yan et al. 2000 Yan et al. , 2003 . These findings have come primarily from visuomotor coordination tasks. However, information relevant for target-directed movements can be provided not only by the visual system, but also by the auditory and somatosensory systems. To better characterize sensory-motor development of limb control, we examined auditory-motor coordination in 5-to 10-yr-old children. Further, we investigated the interaction between visuomotor and auditory-motor coordination by extending the visuomotor adaptation paradigm during center-out hand movements. Specifically, children executed aiming movements toward acoustic targets before and after exposure to a visuomotor perturbation. The interaction between visuomotor adaptation and auditory-motor performance may provide insights into development of the intersensory and sensory-motor properties of aiming movements in children.
Evidence from both behavioral experiments as well as computational modeling has led to the development of a detailed conceptual framework for reaching/aiming movements. This approach conceptualizes the planning and execution of such movements as a series of complex sensory-motor transformations (Bullock and Grossberg 1988; Shadmehr and Wise 2005; Wolpert and Kawato 1998) . For example, current theoretical and experimental findings suggest that the task of moving toward a target is solved by computing a spatial difference vector, subtracting the current position of the hand (estimated from sensory modalities such as vision and/or proprioception) from the spatial estimate of the target's location (Bullock and Grossberg 1988; Bullock et al. 1993; Shadmehr and Wise 2005) . Subsequently, this spatial difference vector is transformed into motor coordinates, a computation referred to as a "spatial-to-motor transformation" that maps changes in endeffector position to changes in limb configuration (Bullock et al. 1993) . These changes in joint angles serve as the basis for the descending commands that move the hand to the target. The accuracy of such transformations is thought to be based on an adaptive internal representation acquired over time, as the relationships between the external environment and the intrinsic characteristics of the arm are learned (Buch et al. 2003; Kagerer et al. 1997; Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi 1994; Wolpert and Kawato 1998) .
To investigate the acquisition of such spatial-to-motor transformations, researchers manipulate the sensory environment in which participants move. In the context of the present study, this is accomplished by exposing participants to a visuomotor distortion, in which a conflict is created between the visual feedback of hand position and actual hand position (i.e., the screen cursor-hand relationship). With practice, participants are able to adapt to the perturbation by updating a spatial-tomotor transformation that is appropriate for the novel visuomotor environment (Kagerer et al. 1997; Krakauer et al. 2000) . Although these visuomotor paradigms have been extended to investigate age-related differences in school-aged children (Bo et al. 2006; Contreras-Vidal et al. 2005; Ferrel-Chapus et al. 2002) , existing developmental research has yet to explore the multisensory properties of these spatial-to-motor transformations. Specifically, it is unknown whether children use shared spatial-to-motor transformations for movements toward targets perceived by different sensory modalities (i.e., both vision and audition).
Existing research in adult humans and monkeys suggests that estimates of target location are mapped to a reference coordinate frame, independent of the modality of the target (Cohen and Andersen 2000; Pouget et al. 2002) . If target estimates are mapped to a reference coordinate frame, it should follow that the transformation from spatial to motor coordinates will be consistent across target modalities. Indeed, in a recent study in our laboratory, adaptation to a visuomotor distortion influenced auditory-motor performance in adult participants, suggesting that spatial-to-motor transformations in adults are multisensory (Kagerer and Contreras-Vidal 2008) . Although audiovisual interactions are evident very early in development in a variety of contexts (Bahrick and Lickliter 2000; Neil et al. 2006; Rosenblum et al. 1997) , it is not clear that visuomotor adaptation will have similar effects on auditory-motor performance in 5-to 10-yr-old children. In a visuomotor adaptation task performed by 4-, 6-, and 8-yr-old children, only the 8-yr-olds successfully updated their spatial-tomotor transformations to be appropriate for the novel environment (Contreras-Vidal et al. 2005) . Moreover, recent research in postural control demonstrated that intermodality reweighting was evident in 10-yr-olds but not in 4-yr-olds (Bair et al. 2007) , providing further evidence for a change in sensory-motor development around 8 yr of age.
The current study used a crossmodal adaptation paradigm during which 5-to 10-yr-old children executed aiming movements toward acoustic stimuli before and after exposure to a visuomotor perturbation. If spatial-to-motor transformations are multisensory, then it would be predicted that adaptation to the visuomotor distortion will influence auditory-motor performance, as demonstrated by a systematic distortion of the movement trajectories during the auditory postexposure phase (i.e., intersensory effects). Also, if there is a change in multisensory-motor development around 8 yr of age, then such intersensory effects would be present only in the older children.
M E T H O D S

Participants
Forty-one typically developing, right-handed children, divided by age into three groups, 5-6, 7-8, and 9 -10 yr, participated in this study (Table 1 ). All participants were screened with the Movement Assessment Battery for Children (MABC; Henderson and Sugden 1992) and scored at or above the 20th percentile. Handedness was defined based on everyday activities, such as eating and handwriting, and was confirmed by the MABC handedness criteria. Averaged MABC scores, as well as additional participant information such as gender and mean age, are shown for the three groups of children in Table 1 . A parent or legal guardian of each child gave informed consent prior to participation in the study. All procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University of Maryland, College Park. Children received a toy prize as well as a small compensation for their participation.
Apparatus
Participants were seated comfortably in an adjustable chair in front of a computer monitor positioned horizontally on an elevated board that occluded vision of the participant's hand during the task performance (Fig. 1) . The participants were asked to use a digital pen to move to targets on a tablet located below the board and the monitor. The monitor provided real-time visual feedback of target position and movement path as data were collected using a digitizing tablet (12 ϫ 12 in.; Wacom Intuos) that recorded pen position at a sampling rate of 99 Hz. OASIS software (Kikosoft, Nijmegen, The Netherlands) was used for the stimulus presentation and data acquisition. During the experimental session, the children's posture was monitored continuously to ensure they were sitting upright and their head was centered with respect to the display monitor.
Procedures
Participants were instructed to use the digitizing pen to move their dominant hand on the tablet from a centrally located home position to peripherally located targets. To control for varying levels of experience using a writing implement, the pen was taped to the back of each participant's index finger such that the pen tip was in contact with the tablet as long as his/her index fingertip lightly touched its surface. There were two experimental conditions.
1) The visual condition required participants to place the pen inside the home position (red circle; 1-cm diameter). Following a 500-ms hold period in the home circle, one of three peripheral targets (blue circle, 1-cm diameter) located 9 cm from the home position appeared. Targets were presented in a randomized order and were positioned in a Cartesian coordinate system at 24, 90, or 156°from the home circle. Participants were instructed to move as quickly and as accurately as possible to the presented target. Once the digitizing pen remained motionless for 1,500 ms, the target circle disappeared and participants were instructed to return to the home circle to begin the next trial.
2) For the auditory condition, participants were instructed to move on the tablet toward one of two acoustic targets while wearing opaque goggles that occluded vision of the target and the movement path. Similar to the visual condition, participants were instructed to move the digitizing pen as quickly and accurately as possible toward the appropriate acoustic target. The participant's hand was returned to the home position by the experimenter to begin the next trial. Targets were represented by an intermittent tone generated by piezo-electric buzzers (4.1 Ϯ 0.5 kHz, 67.5 dB at 30 cm) positioned in the monitor plane. The acoustic targets were presented in a randomized order and were located at either 45 or 135°from the home position. For both conditions, visual and auditory, trials in which participants removed the pen from the tablet or failed to initiate movement toward the target were recorded but not included in the data analysis. In total, 3.6 and 22.1% of the visual and auditory trials were omitted, respectively. The high number of trials rejected in the auditory condition was the result of the participant's failure to move toward the acoustic stimuli in an appropriate amount of time. Importantly, there were no differences among the three age groups in the percentage of excluded auditory trials. Approximately 15 practice trials per condition were given to each participant before data collection to adjust to the experimental setup and to make sure the children understood the task.
The experiment consisted of five phases: Participants started with a visual baseline phase (preexposure; 24 trials, 8 per target) in which accurate real-time visual feedback of the movement path was provided via the computer monitor. The children then completed an auditory baseline phase (preexposure; 24 trials, 12 per target) without vision. Following these two baselines, participants were exposed to a visuomotor feedback rotation where the pen trace of the movement path was rotated 60°clockwise (CW; visual exposure; 126 trials, 42 per target) with respect to the actual movement. To successfully reach the target, participants had to compensate and move in a direction 60°c ounterclockwise (CCW) of the desired target. After this adaptation phase, the auditory baseline (postexposure; 9 trials) was reintroduced to determine whether the visuomotor rotation affected auditory-motor performance. This was followed by a visual baseline phase (postexposure; 9 trials, 3 per target) to assess visuomotor aftereffects, the presence of which would indicate successful adaptation to the visual feedback rotation. The data collection session consisted of a total of 192 trials.
Data analysis
Time series of each trial was dual-pass filtered (eighth-order Butterworth, 10-Hz cutoff). Movement onset and offset were determined by an interactive algorithm used in previous research (Contreras-Vidal et al. 2005 ). Performance during the task was assessed using root mean squared error (RMSE), normalized jerk (NJ), initial directional error (IDE), the variability of initial directional error (IDE-V), and movement time (MT). RMSE (cm) was calculated as a spatial error between the participants' pen position and the ideal trajectory vector, expressed as
where (x a , y a ) and (x i , y i ) are corresponding points of the actual and ideal trajectories, respectively (Contreras-Vidal et al. 2005) . NJ (unit free), was considered indicative of the smoothness of the movement
where j(t) is the rate of change of acceleration, MT is the movement time, and D is the total distance of the movement. IDE was computed as the directional error (measured in degrees) between the participants' pen location and an "ideal" trajectory vector between the home position and the desired target at 80 ms following movement onset. IDE provided a window into movement planning because it was calculated prior to any error correction triggered by visual feedback. IDE-V was the variability (units of SD) around the individual's average IDE value and was computed to assess the directional variability during the baseline conditions. An examination of the movement trajectories' during auditory baseline indicated that participants consistently executed their movements to directions that were oriented more horizontally than an ideal trajectory between the start and target positions (see Fig. 2 ). For example, the movement trajectories of the participants were oriented at approximately 25-30°(for the 45°target) and 150 -155°(for the 135°target). The computation of IDE
where mov is the angular direction of the actual movement and t is the direction of the target, resulted in predominantly positive IDE values for movements to the 135°target and negative IDE values for movements to the 45°target. Therefore, the visual and auditory conditions were analyzed independently and all auditory analyses were separated by target position, with Bonferroni adjustments.
Group differences during visual baseline were tested by separate one-way ANOVAs for the following dependent measures: IDE, NJ, RMSE, IDE-V, and MT. Group differences during auditory baseline were tested by one-way ANOVAs as well, but only for IDE and IDE-V. As stated earlier, separate ANOVAs were conducted for each target position (Bonferroni adjusted) for the auditory condition. Exposure performance was analyzed with two-way ANOVAs on IDE and RMSE, with age-group (herein referred to as GROUP) as a between-subjects factor and BLOCK (two levels: early/late exposure) as the within-subjects factor. Early and late exposure blocks consisted of the first and last 21 trials of exposure to the visuomotor rotation, respectively. To assess auditory aftereffects, GROUP ϫ BLOCK (two levels: baseline/postexposure) ANOVAs were conducted on IDE for each target position (Bonferroni adjusted). Visual aftereffects were investigated with two separate GROUP ϫ BLOCK ANOVAs on IDE and RMSE. Auditory postexposure means were based on the first four movements to each auditory target. The use of four trials per target provided a stable estimate of the magnitude of the aftereffects. Additionally, auditory aftereffects were not expected to decrease during postexposure because participants had not yet been provided the visual error signal necessary to trigger the deadaptation process (Scheidt et al. 2000) . Individual means during visual postexposure were computed using the first six trials (two per target) of the postexposure phase. The inclusion of six trials provided a stable estimate and data analysis revealed no GROUP differences in deadaptation during postexposure.
R E S U L T S
Movement paths from five experimental phases are depicted in Fig. 2 . Participants from all three age groups demonstrated accurate movements to each target during visual baseline. Movements during auditory baseline, especially for the 5-to 6-yr-old children, were directed more horizontal with respect to each target position (see Fig. 2 , "auditory baseline"), creating a systematic bias toward the horizontal. During early exposure, movement trajectories were characterized by CCW "spiral" patterns, indicative of the feedback-dependent, corrective movements generated in response to the CW visuomotor rotation. These patterns disappeared over the course of the exposure phase as participants gradually directed their movements CCW of the desired visual target to compensate for the rotation. Trajectories during late exposure were nearly as straight as those during the visual baseline phase. Following the removal of the visuomotor rotation (i.e., postexposure), movements to the acoustic targets were rotated CCW relative to the auditory baseline phase, indicative of intersensory effects. During visual postexposure, participants demonstrated spiral patterns that were opposite to those evident during early exposure (i.e., aftereffects).
Baseline phase
VISUAL CONDITION. A significant main effect of GROUP was found for NJ [F(2,38) ϭ 7.096, P ϭ 0.002], RMSE [F(2,38) ϭ 5.651, P ϭ 0.007], and IDE-V [F(2,38) ϭ 9.583, P Ͻ 0.001] during visual baseline (Fig. 3 ). Scheffé's post hoc tests revealed that the movements of the 9-to 10-yr-old children were significantly less jerky compared with those of the 5-to 6-yr-olds (P ϭ 0.003). The 5-to 6-yr-old children also had significantly higher RMSE and IDE-V scores than those of the 7-to 8-(RMSE: P ϭ 0.013; IDE-V: P ϭ 0.013) and the 9-to 10-yr-old children (RMSE: P ϭ 0.045; IDE-V: P ϭ 0.001). A significant main effect of GROUP was found for MT [F(2,38) ϭ 8.620, P ϭ 0.001] because the 9-to 10-yr-old children moved significantly faster than the 5-to 6-(P ϭ 0.002) and the 7-to 8-yr-old children (P ϭ 0.008). No age-related differences were found for IDE, suggesting that on average the spatial-to-motor transformations were well tuned to the intended target location across all age groups. AUDITORY CONDITION. During the auditory baseline phase, the movement trajectories were tilted toward a horizontal axis that passed through the initial position, thus separate statistical analyses were conducted for the two acoustic targets. No significant differences in IDE or IDE-V between the three age groups during auditory baseline for either of the target positions were found (Fig. 4) .
Exposure phase
RMSE and IDE during the exposure phase were best fit with single (Eq. 4) and double exponentials (Eq. 5), respectively 
Figure 5 depicts group means and fitted exponential trajectories of RMSE and IDE during the exposure phase. Table 2 contains parameters for Eqs. 4 and 5 for the three age groups. RMSE was largest for the 5-to 6-yr-old children throughout the exposure phase, a result that can be at least partially attributed to the baseline differences illustrated in Fig. 3 . Age-related differences in IDE appear to be evident because the magnitude of the directional errors decreased as a function of age. All three age groups were able to adapt to the visuomotor rotation, as indicated by the improvement in RMSE and IDE during the exposure phase.
Analysis of the first and last blocks of the exposure phase revealed a significant BLOCK main effect for both IDE [F(1,38) ϭ 334.33, P Ͻ 0.001] and RMSE [F(1,38) ϭ 259.77, P Ͻ 0.001], indicating that both dependent measures significantly improved from early to late exposure (Fig. 6) . Additionally, significant GROUP main effects were found for IDE [F(2,38) ϭ 5.110, P ϭ 0.011] and RMSE [F(2,38) ϭ 6.550, P ϭ 0.004], indicating that there were age-related differences, collapsed across BLOCK, during the exposure phase. Scheffé's post hoc analysis revealed that the 5-to 6-yr-old children had significantly "larger" (i.e., more negative) IDE scores than those of the 9-to 10-yr-old children (P ϭ 0.011) and significantly higher RMSE scores than the 7-to 8-(P ϭ 0.008) and the 9-to 10-yr-old children (P ϭ 0.021). Collectively, these data indicate that all three age groups significantly improved performance during the exposure phase; however, the 5-to 6-yr-old children demonstrated significantly larger movement errors than the 7-to 8-and 9-to 10-yr-old children.
Postexposure phase
AUDITORY CONDITION. For the 135°target, a significant main effect of BLOCK [F(1,37) ϭ 26.943, P Ͻ 0.001] was revealed because IDE was larger during auditory postexposure than during baseline (Fig. 7) . For movements to the 45°target, a significant BLOCK ϫ GROUP interaction was found [F(2,38) ϭ 6.543, P ϭ 0.004]. Scheffé's post hoc analysis evaluating differential effects of BLOCK on GROUP (Marascuilo and Levin 1970) indicated that the difference between auditory baseline and postexposure for the 5-to 6-yr-old children was significantly greater than the differences between baseline and postexposure for both the 7-to 8-and the 9-to 10-yr-old children (P Ͻ 0.05) for the 45°target. The presence of significant intersensory effects demonstrates that exposure to the visuomotor rotation systematically affected reaching performance to acoustic targets. VISUAL CONDITION. Separate repeated-measures ANOVAs on the visual condition revealed a main effect of BLOCK for both IDE [F(1,38) ϭ 276.63, P Ͻ 0.001] and RMSE [F(1,38) ϭ 344.27, P Ͻ 0.001], indicating that movement errors during postexposure were significantly larger than those during visual baseline (Fig. 8 ). There were no significant GROUP main effects or a BLOCK ϫ GROUP interaction. The existence of BLOCK effects for both IDE and RMSE suggests that participants successfully adapted to the imposed visuomotor rotation. Furthermore, the lack of GROUP effects indicated that the three groups of children adapted similarly.
D I S C U S S I O N
The findings of this experiment demonstrated: 1) the presence of significant aftereffects and intersensory effects during visual and auditory postexposure in all groups, respectively; and 2) no consistent age-related differences in the magnitude of these effects in the two experimental conditions (visual and auditory). The presence of intersensory effects indicates that a spatial-to-motor transformation acquired during visuomotor adaptation is accessible not only during the visually guided, but also the acoustically guided, aiming tasks. Moreover, in a previous experiment in our laboratory (Kagerer and ContrerasVidal 2008) , adult participants completed a similar paradigm and demonstrated nearly equivalent relative effects, for both the visual and the auditory conditions, as we found in the present study for children. Collectively, the data on adults and our findings indicate that the mechanisms underlying multisensory spatial-to-motor transformations are developed and functional by 5 yr of age. The results from the current study demonstrating similar intersensory effects in 5-to 10-yr-old children are somewhat surprising considering the existing developmental literature. For example, in a postural control task, Bair et al. (2007) demonstrated that intermodality reweighting of visual and touch information increased linearly with age. Moreover, intermodality reweighting was significant at 10 yr of age, but not at 4 yr. It is possible that a flexible reweighting mechanism demonstrated by the older children in Bair et al. (2007) reflects more complex processes than the intersensory effects examined in the current study. Specifically, in Bair et al. (2007) , simultaneous visual and touch information were available to the participants to provide an estimate of the current "state" (i.e., position and velocity) of the multisegmented body. Thus the visual and touch information were dynamically reweighted to maintain postural equilibrium.
Multisensory spatial-to-motor transformations
The results from the current study, as well as those in Kagerer and Contreras-Vidal (2008) , clearly demonstrate that adaptation to a visuomotor distortion influences auditory-motor aiming performance. An interpretation of these data posits that sensory estimates of target location, independent of the modality of the targets, are mapped to a common target representation or reference coordinate system. In this interpretation, the interaction between vision and audition occurs during target localization and thus prior to the spatial-to-motor transformation. During adaptation to a visuomotor distortion, an updated spatial-to-motor transformation is acquired and the previously used transformation is suppressed. Although not investigated in the current experiment, this framework can easily account for aiming movements directed toward targets that are simultaneously perceived by multiple sensory systems as the sensory estimates can be integrated to compute a multisensory estimate of target position. Support for such a reference coordinate system comes from recent evidence in adults indicating target positions perceived by different sensory modalities (audition, vision, and proprioception) are specified in gaze-or eyecentered coordinates (Pouget et al. 2002) . This finding is consistent with research suggesting that the spatial difference vector is also specified in gaze/eye-centered coordinates (Batista et al. 1999; Buneo et al. 2002; Cohen and Andersen 2000) . It should be noted that the existing literature is equivocal with respect to determining which coordinate frame movement trajectories are specified. In contrast to the gaze-centered reference frame, others have posited that the reference coordinate frame is hand-centered (Gordon et al. 1994) or even context-dependent (Battaglia-Mayer et al. 2003) . Nonetheless, if sensory information from multiple modalities is specified in a reference coordinate system, independent of the modality of the targets, then an experimentally introduced manipulation of one sensory-motor relationship (i.e., a visuomotor perturbation) should influence other sensory-motor relationships (i.e., auditory-motor) as well. Indeed, this was the case for 5-to 10-yr old children, as reported in the current study, and in adult participants (Kagerer and Contreras-Vidal, 2008) .
Neural correlates of multisensory integration
Existing research on animal models demonstrated effects similar to those reported in the current study (King 1999 (King , 2002 Brainard 1991, 1995) . Knudsen and colleagues placed prismatic lenses, which displaced the visual field horizontally, over the eyes of juvenile barn owls. Adaptation to the prismatic lenses resulted in a horizontal displacement of sound localization in the same direction as the visual shift induced by the prisms (Knudsen and Knudsen 1989) . These data demonstrated the effects of visual experience on auditory localization as related to orientation and attention toward both visual and acoustic stimuli, behaviors thought to be facilitated by the superior colliculus or optic tectum. The intersensory effects evident during postexposure were computed using the first 4 trials to each auditory target after the visual feedback rotation was removed. Importantly, these data do not necessarily account for the multisensory interactions that facilitate more complex motor tasks, such as the planning and execution of discrete aiming movements in children. The intersensory interactions demonstrated in the current study may be attributed to specific cortical regions such as the posterior parietal (PPC) and premotor cortices (Andersen et al. 1997; Buneo and Andersen 2006; Wise et al. 1997) . The PPC receives inputs from the auditory and visual cortices and is thought to be involved in the computation of the spatial difference vector between arm and target positions (Andersen et al. 1997; Buneo and Andersen 2006) . Specifically, research on monkeys has shown that the parietal reach region, a division of the superior parietal lobule, is critical for the planning and execution of reaching movements (Andersen et al. 1998; Batista and Andersen 2001) . A homologous area is thought to be present in humans (Connolly et al. 2003) .
Age-related changes in both gray and white matter in these cortical areas have been reported previously in children Paus et al. 1999; Toga et al. 2006) . However, additional research is necessary to better understand the relationship between developmental changes in the brain and functional sensory-motor behavior.
Age-related differences during discrete aiming
Although age-related differences in the visual aftereffects and auditory intersensory effects were not found in the current study, there were significant differences among the three age groups during the baseline phases. Results revealed that the movements of the 5-to 6-yr-old children were significantly more jerky during visual baseline compared with those of the 9-to 10-yr-old children. Moreover, the 5-to 6-yr-old children had significantly larger RMSE scores than those of both the 7-to 8-and the 9-to 10-yr-olds. There were no age-related differences in IDE; however, the 5-to 6-yr-old children had significantly greater IDE-V values than those of both the 7-to 8-and the 9-to 10-yr-old children. These data suggest that although directional planning, on average, was similar between the three age groups, the spatial-to-motor transformations in the younger children were less fine-tuned (Contreras-Vidal et al. 2005) . Moreover, the older children demonstrated increased temporal and spatial control, as indicated by the smoother movement trajectories and decreased spatial error. Differences in NJ potentially indicate that the younger children are more reliant on feedback-dependent corrective movements to reach the desired target (Yan et al. 2000 (Yan et al. , 2003 , a result that is consistent with the MT data because the younger children moved significantly more slowly than did the older children. Similar age-related findings with respect to these dependent measures were previously reported (Contreras-Vidal et al. 2005) and indicate that the performance differences among these groups of children appear to be rooted more in control than in planning aspects. Although not compared statistically, directional variability appeared to be larger in auditory, compared with visual, baseline, suggesting that children in all age groups struggled to consistently localize the acoustic stimuli.
The lack of age-related differences during the visual postexposure phase appears to be inconsistent with the extant literature. Previous research demonstrated improved performance during exposure to a visuomotor rotation in 4-, 6-, and 8-yr-old children; however, only the 8-yr-old children exhibited significant aftereffects following the removal of the distortion (Contreras-Vidal et al. 2005) . The authors concluded that the younger children did not acquire an internal representation for the manipulated environment. A key methodological difference between Contreras-Vidal et al. (2005) and the current study was that the former consisted of 60 exposure trials, whereas the experiment reported here required participants to complete 126 trials under the rotated visuomotor environment. By increasing the number of exposure trials, the younger participants in the current study appear to have adapted to the novel visuomotor environment.
Results from the current study revealed a main effect of GROUP during the exposure phase, indicating that the 9-to 10-yr-old children had significantly smaller IDE (i.e., less negative) and RMSE scores compared with those of the 5-to 6-yr-old children. Generally, one would expect that smaller errors during exposure would indicate larger aftereffects during postexposure; however, there were no age-related differences for visual aftereffects. Since auditory postexposure was between the visual exposure and postexposure phases, one could argue that the nine aiming movements toward the auditory targets resulted in differential levels of deadaptation to the visuomotor perturbation. However, since vision was occluded during auditory postexposure, participants did not receive a visual error signal that would trigger such a deadaptation process (Scheidt et al. 2000) . Furthermore, an examination of IDE across trials of auditory postexposure revealed no consistent decreases in the magnitude of the aftereffects. Similarly, these data cannot be explained by differential rates of deadaptation across the six trials included in the computation of visual aftereffects. Analyses including only the first visual postexposure trial revealed identical results as when the average of six trials was used.
Results from the auditory postexposure phase revealed that the 5-to 6-yr-old children demonstrated significantly larger intersensory effects for movements to the 45°target compared with those of both the 7-to 8-and the 9-to 10-yr-old children. No such age-related differences were found for movements to the 135°target. An examination of the individual movement trajectories revealed that three of the 5-to 6-yr-old participants initially moved at a direction of 90°in a Cartesian coordinate system, prior to directing their movement toward the 45°t arget. This secondary movement toward the target could be interpreted as a "corrective" response; however, no on-line error signal was provided to the participants during the auditory condition. Therefore these trajectories were probably the result of the participants initiating movement before the desired auditory target was properly localized. These erroneous trajectories, in addition to the "shallow" movement paths during baseline (i.e., large negative IDE values), resulted in largerthan-normal auditory aftereffects to the 45°target for these participants.
Conclusion
In summary, the current results indicate that adaptation to a visuomotor rotation influenced the execution of aiming movements to acoustic targets in 5-to 10-yr-old children. These findings suggest that by the age of 5-6 yr, children have developed a multisensory spatial-to-motor transformation for both visually guided and acoustically guided aiming movements. To our knowledge, our current study is the first to demonstrate that the execution of discrete aiming movements in young children involves multisensory-motor transformations that are invariant of the target modality. Future studies should continue to explore age-related changes in the intermodal interactions related to the execution of sensory-motor tasks.
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